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A BSTRA C T
Bandar Aceh Darussalam as tamaddun city in the tip of Sumatera Island and
capital city of 17th century Islamic Aceh Sultanate, was a strategic coastal
city. It had sloping beach and bays and was surrounded by mountains with
rivers flowing through the city. Its wetlands-based urban development was
reflected in the design of urban space structure and key elements of the
city. It becomes inspiration for developing modern ecological city since 17th
century Islamic cities in archipelago of the East is rarely studied. This
research aimed to study the spatial concept of Bandar Aceh Darussalam.
Data was collected by using the method of tracking physical information
through ancient maps and field observation of the environment
characteristic. It was found that the ecological character of the city seemed
to be affected by the existence of integrated natural features, function and
the role of the city that included Islamic concepts. The main elements of the
city reflected the character of civilization in three aspects: the drainage
system i.e. cut and fill, the scattered and wide empty space, and natural
defense system. The concept of harmony between urban development and
city’s ecological character was shown in the design of urban landscape.
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INTRO DUC TIO N

The development of a city embodies the
complexity of values prevailing at the time, therefore
to understand the existence of the city can be
achieved through ecological approach [1][2]. The
approach of urban Ecology deﬁnes the city as an
organic cell in ecological space [1], the city that is
growing because there are internal forces that aﬀect it,
such powers can not be interfered by outside factors.
The internal force that is known as the ecological
character which will aﬀect the pattern of urban
development.
The city as a living space, can be understood
with ekistics approach [3], that deﬁnes ﬁve elements
forming the town, namely: man, nature, society, cell,
network. If it is associated with ecological city, it will
form the ecological character of the interaction of the
elements forming the inner city.
The relation of the ﬁve elements in the
formation of the ecological character of the city is that
the existence of the universe can not be separated
from the context in which the town is growing and
developing, it will aﬀect how the city was built to
embody the interests of human life (social , cultural,
economic and political community of the city).
However nature has the potential and constraints that
can be proﬁtable and thus destroy the existence of a

city [4] [5].
Ecological coastal town relates how the city is
developed in the geographical environment of the
coast which is aﬀected by the dynamics in terrestrial
and marine as well as the cultural life of the community
with two cultures i.e land and sea [6][7][8][9]. This
therefore makes the challenges of urban development
complex.
Coastal cities, especially in the pre‐colonial
Southeast Asia, especially in the coastal Sumatran city
has grown as a port town that was developed by a
network of Muslim traders. Islam as a great religion
has experienced success and dominated the civilization
of the world [10]. Islam teaches harmony with nature,
inspires ways to build the city as a cultural product.
Therefore some of the principles of Islamic values will
appear in the character of Islam [11], especially coastal
cities in Indonesia Pre‐Colonial [12][13].
Banda Aceh is located at the tip of Sumatra
island which is very strategic for international shipping
which connects the western and eastern regions of the
World through the Indian Ocean and the Strait of
Malacca [10]. The existence of the city of Banda Aceh is
estimated to have existed prior to the 9th century as
the transit city of sea lane to the archipelago which
was characterized with the Hindu kingdom that later
became Islam in the XIII century [14].
In the sixteenth century it described that the
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city of Banda Aceh has grown as an Islam port city. In
the seventeenth century town called Bandar Aceh
Darussalam, evolved as the royal city of Islamic
ideology, as well as cosmopolitan transit city for
international sea lanes in Southeast Asia implying
tamaddun character (tamaddun: a city appying Islamic
character in all sectors of urban life). As one of the
richest coastal cities in Asia, the ruler of the kingdom
of Aceh lived luxuriously and stately with its
environment utilizing all resources to strengthen its
presence through various elements of urban design
[10][15].
Bandar Aceh Darussalam looks to have a
planned city form, in a vast ﬂat area as its background‐
mountains with hills overlooking the sea, the rivers
that cross the city. Various of main elements in layout
and design are taken into account as the speciﬁc
ecological character, so that the shape of the city (the
city structure and land use) is connected with nature.
Besides, certain values are reﬂected in the geometric
forms in the urban spatial structure.
The design of the main elements of the city
seemed to reﬂect the complexity of an idea to achieve
certain goals that are meaningful to the life of the city.
The design integrated space between human activities
and natural dynamics. Islamic values have been implied
in structuring the concept of the city, considering the
time it is the triumph of Islam in Aceh, so the
tamaddun city is as seen through its spatial design.
This research aimed to know how to optimizing
the concept of region design using Islamic approach
into wetland geographical condition, so that city’s
ecological system is in balance and harmonious with
human’s needs. Research about Islamic city, especially
in Southeast Asia in pre‐modern age, is so rare, but its
design principles seem to have universal value.
Therefore, this research will be useful for city design
development in wetlands.
M ETHO DS

The study begins with understanding the
spatial characteristics of the city of Banda Aceh XVII
century (Bandar Aceh Darussalam) through maps,
sketches of the city and old photographs that are
connected with stories of social history, culture,
politics, economy during the era. Data is associated
with characteristics of two aspects: 1) the physical
elements of the main town: and 2) environmental
resources town.
Study of spatial old town to determine the
physical limits of the city will be examined. Then
identiﬁcation of the existence of some major elements
of the city will be carried out, further the location will
be clariﬁed with the current state to justify its
existence geographically.
Data were analyzed by crossing and checking
each other between the physical aspects of the main
elements of the city and its natural environment using
the method of morpho ‐ physical tipologi. The foot
print of the main elements of the old city is still well
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identiﬁed, although not all of the physical form are
intact. Additionally the natural environment data
allegedly linked to the presence of the main elements
of the city are also studied to explore the possibility
and the development of concepts of design elements
of the city that comes from the potential of the natural
environment.
Discussion of the data is done by the method of
logical argumentation [16] by explaining the concept
of the design elements that support the existence of
the town city. Besides, it also carried out a comparative
study of the elements of the city through the study of
literature, to explain the truth of the design elements
of the city and the possibility of a universal value
system as a background design concept
STUDY A REA
NA TURA L ENVIRO NM ENT O F BA NDA A C EH O N THE TIP O F
SUM A TRA ISLA ND

Banda Aceh is located in coastal wetland
environment, potentially developed by utilizing the
diversity of existing environmental resources. Coastal
environment and biodiversity in wetlands created
either in the form of land, ﬂora and fauna [17] allows
the processing of urban elements into a variety of
shapes and characters according to the needs of
human activity [18]. In contrast, coastal environment
has multi‐complex susceptibility of the dynamics of the
ocean waters and the archipelago that can change the
type of coastal plains [8]. This is apparent when the
2004 tsunami in Banda Aceh sea waves ran into the
mainland to 3‐4 Km which caused a third mainland
broken city, changing the coastline [19].
Human activities in urban wetland that is
reﬂected in the character of the utilization of urban
spatial elements will aﬀect the processes of system of
hydrology, geomorphology and local ecology [20],
therefore the construction in wetlands requires
maintenance of the potential environmental resources
[21]. The higher a civilization in the coastal city of
wetlands, the better the ability to build the city with
better aspects of conception and technological
aspects. Otherwise your presence in the seaside town
will be easily destroyed and civilization will be lost.
Banda Aceh is located on the world slab
between two fault‐shaped on the moutainious hills
rowed
in the Western and Eastern regions.
Geographical character in the form of plots of land
sloping beach wet is the result of geomorphological
fracture process (faulting Ridges) and subsidence
(graben) hills.
Fault slab dynamic world often cause
earthquakes that have an impact on the decrease in
some parts of the urban land that aﬀect a building on it
[22][23]. Mainland of Banda Aceh with various forms of
land from the swampy land to solid ground toward the
hills, ﬂowing many grooves are tipped in the hills
around the city and form some streams (ﬁg.1). Mouth
of the river is the entrance to the mainland through a
sea voyage [10].
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In the sixteenth century as a royal capital of
Banda Aceh Darul Kamal called Dar‐ud Dunya, is a
transit town, causing the city of Banda Aceh
experienced expansion towards the west coast
estuaries role Krueng Ulee‐Lheue river as a pathway to
the city. Downtown city ﬂourished in the area between
the Krueng Doy river and the Krueng Aceh river.There
are three elements that make up the Main functions of
city structures, namely: Market, Mosque and Sulthan
Palace. See the picture below (ﬁg.2):

Fig. 1: Banda Aceh in Sumatera, Indonesia

In addition, the character of Banda Aceh
regional climate, high rainfall that caused a ﬂood‐prone
area of the city on the annual rains and storms that
damage the building. Flood events as a form of ﬂood
from the hills greatly aﬀect the condition of city land.
According Craghan [24] ﬂoods can change the shape of
the land with the supply of sediment during ﬂoods.
Since the seventeenth century, the character of
the natural environment of Banda Aceh has inspired
patterns artiﬁcial city environment design by adjusting
the patterns of urban land use. Airoldi [25] argued that
the processes of the natural environment will aﬀect
the sustainability of the distribution, diversity and
maintenance diversity of human activities which are
formed in the town hall. This means that the design of
the city must be able to respond to the dynamics of
the natural environment, it will be important for the
sustainability of the existence of a town.
HISTO RY O F BA NDA A C EH: FRO M TRA NSIT C ITY
TO C O SM O PO LITA N- DEFENSE C ITY
BA NDA A C EH BEFO RE THE X VII C ENTURY: THE SM A LL TO W N
O F THE ISLA M IC EM PIRE A ND THE TRA NSIT C ITY

Starting from the ﬁrst Islamic empire Aceh XIII
century, which removed the center of the kingdom (In
the Palace) in Lamuri seaside (Kp. Java today) South to
the mainland as far as 6 km in the western outskirts of
Krueng Aceh river. The Options seem to be inﬂuenced
by Hindu cosmology that put streams into the
imaginary link between the profane area (sea) in the
North, Palace area (middle) and Sacred area (hills) in
the South [14]. Position In the palace is still exist.
In the geographical character of the palace
later became the location of the center of the city of
Banda Aceh which is relatively free from ﬂooding from
Krueng Aceh river since dueto its position at the back
bend of the river ﬂow. If associated with a character
stream, generally, the back bend of the river ﬂow are
characterized by harsh land and relatively high, so that
the ﬂow turns.
Besides, the location in the Palace is in the land
covered view of the sea, by the coastal plain of sand
and marsh area. It is very positive for the existence of
the city from various reviews: safety climate eﬀects
(storm, waves), security and defense toward the
disturbance of migrants from the sea.

Fig. 2.The Map of Banda Aceh sketch in 1584

Laying pattern of the city's main function
extending from north to south in a row, namely:
Regional Port, Trade Village, Mosque, and the Sulthan
Palace. Mosques and palaces connect to the city
functions. The ﬂow of the river serves as the primary
means of transportation to the area outside the city.
From the Landscape character of the city, we
can see the castle (fortress clay) located at the estuary
of the river and on the eastern land of the city. If it is
associated with political conditions, it seems that in
the sixteenthcentury the invaders had started to
colonize the city, although Banda Aceh is physically a
small town, but it is very strategic for the entrance to
the Southeast Asian region through the Strait of
Malacca.
In the sixteenth century after the uniﬁcation of
the two kingdoms and crowns Darul Kamal Alam the
royal capital of Aceh Darussalam was renamed as
Bandar Aceh Darussalam. Kingdom of Aceh started to
cooperate with Turkey by bringing soldiers and
artisans in the two vessels that later resided and built a
village in Bitay (Lamteumen now) [26]. Turkey's role
begins with the construction of the royal palace (In the
Palace), a large fort at the mouth of the river (as a
guard post) and Gunongan (place of spiritual activities
and playground). This marks that the city of Banda
Aceh was an instrument to the political world as well
as the city asserted forward to its time.
If Aceh is associated with the Turkey triumph of
the XV century in term of city defense aspects [27], and
the beginning of the sixteenth century where
European coutries expanded into Southeast Asia [10],
the possibility of constructing three main elements of
the city as the defense strategy part of town. Sloping
character of the urban landscape and marshy made it
diﬃcult to monitor and shelter from enemy
interference, hence the need for artiﬁcial landscape
elements are high and diﬃcult to reach in the city area.
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BA NDA A C EH X V II C ENTURY: C O SM O PO LITA N A ND
TA M A DDUN C ITY

In the 17th century, Bandar Aceh Darussalam
became a cosmopolitan country due to political and
economic developments in the Middle East and Europe
[26]. Diverse nation and the character of economic life,
social and cultural cities, such as: the Arab‐Turkish,
European, Chinese, Indian, Malay live in harmony [28].
Banda Aceh city experienced signiﬁcant expansion in
the sixteenth century appeal.
Kingdom of Aceh has an Islamic ideology which
was aﬃliated to the Turkish empire. It aﬀected all
aspects of urban life, including in urban planning [15],
so that Banda Aceh is transformed to a city widening in
all its directions with the more complex city design.
Bandar Aceh Darussalam as international
maritime port city, has a port as well as the city center
(economic activity) in the estuary and along the city's
main Krueng Aceh river ﬂow (ﬁg.3). The Traces of the
old town supporting the activities of the city still exists
up to today with the naming of the village appropriate
with community activities such as Pande village (village
of Iron workers).

The Spatial planning of Banda Aceh at the end
of the seventeenth century Aceh empire reveals some
major elements of the city, namely: 1) City center: open
ﬁeld connecting the Palace, Mosque and market
adjacent to the city's main river of ‘Krueng Aceh’; 2)
port and airport support facilities along the Krueng
Aceh river; 3) military area along the Krueng Neng
river; 4)Regions dayah education Syiah Kuala; 5)
Settlement Region integrated with agricultural region,
composed of two types, namely settlements in swamp
land at the northern part of the city and settlements in
the south of the city.; 6) Park area: Bustanussalatin; 7)
Region water sources (Aquatic) in mountain; 8)The
road network.
THE EC O LO G Y O F THE BA NDA A C EH IN 1 7 TH
C ENTURY
C ITY STRUC TURE: PA TTERNED RA DIA L RO A D, FO RTIFIED A ND
DITC HED VILLA G E

The structure of the city is mostly shaped in the
road network pattern and land use settlement; the city
center is located near Krueng Aceh river ﬂow. The city
is integrated with the utilization system of Krueng
Aceh river ﬂow as a liaison to the northern area of the
city as a pathway towards the sea and to the South as
a connector to remoted area. Downtown as the center
of the city with driver development patterns across the
road leading to the radial winds, although not look
symmetrical. Road as liaison functions other major
cities in particular settlements scattered in a wide area
and loose (ﬁg.5). The morphology of the city region is
aﬀected by three factors.

Fig. 3. Painting the town of Banda Aceh in 1724, revealing the
character of maritime town in coastal wetlands

Bandar Aceh Darussalam as Tamaddun and
cosmopolitan city, meaning that an advanced civilized
city, a center of civilization to develop the teachings of
Islam, as well as implementing Islamic values in
everyday life are included in the arrangement of
artiﬁcial environment. Consequence of the role of
cosmopolitan cities is such as providing the complex
function. Figure 4 shows the activity in the city of
Banda Aceh in the age of Aceh kingdom which was
drawn in 1873 after losing the Dutch colonial war.
Fig. 5. Structure of Banda Aceh at the end of Aceh empire in
the19th century
NA TURA L ENVIRO NM ENT, C O NSISTING O F: M A RSHY LA ND
A ND STREA M S C HA RA C TER

Fig. 4. Traces of Banda Aceh the kingdom of Aceh, and location
of the city mayor elements, drawn in 1875
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Swampy land character aﬀecting the way to
build the future path to the location of settlements are
scattered in the form of straight lines form the bund
(embankment). By spatially build bund road in
wetlands, it will be eﬃcient if a straight line, because
there is no reason to veer‐steered road. Therefore, it is
not diﬃcult to build roads shaft with cut and ﬁll
process that will create the road embankment and
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ditch. In the development of the city, the settlement
seemed to grow around the road embankment, which
tended to be in linear pattern. While on the back side
of the village the land was used as paddy ﬁelds to
buﬀer the settlements.
The character of the river ﬂow, the right and
left river (i.e Krueng Neng and Krueng Cadek
respectively) looked physically to limit the urban
development area, because it will complicate the
mobility in urban space. Whilst Krueng Aceh river
which crosses the city center looked to be the central
of the city development surrounded with the growing
activities.

PRIM A RY ELEM ENTS O F URBA N DESIG N
C ITY C ENTER A REA : IN A FO RTIFIED PA LA C E SURRO UNDED
W ITH DITC H

The character of city center in the early
seventeenth century puts four main elements (In the
Palace, open ﬁelds and a river pier, mosques and
centers of trade) which were designed along the
Krueng Aceh river without fort. The fort is only around
important buildings such as In the Palace and Mosque
(ﬁg.6).

M A RITIM E C ITY IS C O NC ERNED W ITH THE EC O NO M IC A ND
PO LITIC A L C HA RA C TER

Character of the maritime economy, associated
with the port area and maritime city makes a dynamic
city with a variety of supporting economic activity.
Experience in many countries, maritime trade activities
will lead to the diversity of activities surrounding both
support and utilize the existing economic activities
[29,21]. Economic activities in the city looked to be
developed around Krueng Aceh river which causes the
northern area of the town growing solid.
Politics maritime character, associated with
aspects of defense and security to keep the area of the
city from attack by the sea. The development of the
city seemed to be directed to the north of the city
along the coast by building defense function both
physically (castle) and the center of military activity in
the right and left parts of the city area Krueng Neng
estuary of the river ﬂow and Krueng Cadek estuary.
The second position is very strategic area to
keep the city from the East and West of the sea. The
area between the city center and the region grew as
residential and agricultural land.
C ULTURA L FA C TO RS SO C IETY, RELA TED TO THE
C HA RA C TERS O N THE W ETLA ND SETTLEM ENT

The pattern of urban settlements looks like
'islands' in castles form surounded with ditch
spreading over vast swamps. On the outskirts of the
village there are gardens surrounded with ditch around
the village which is planted with palm trees.
There seems to be something unique in the
form pattern. It is estimated that building on a swamp
area was donr by cut and ﬁll system. Dugouts are used
to hoard (Fill) an area used as residential location,
whilst land excavation (cut) is designated as
agricultural land belonging to the community of the
settlement.
When it is raining which can cause ﬂooding the
city, then the rettlement is ﬂood‐free; and the rice
ﬁelds becomes as a reservoir for water runoﬀ.
Character of the urban settlements appeared to be a
system of land‐use planning and environmental
management considering ecological character.
Traditional village as above is still visible around the
city of Banda Aceh.

Fig.6. Sketch of the town's main function settings at the edge of
Krueng Aceh river in 1600

Mosque is located in an west of the open ﬁeld
west (Java: alun‐alun) and watersheds Krueng Aceh
which is in accordance with the position of the sacred
mosque. Open ﬁeld with dock landing of Krueng Aceh
river as the court entered the area from the river
would be very profane, it is like a plaza and Stoic Greek
times (ﬁg.6) [29]. Banda Aceh city center is a blend of
Hindu‐Muslim cosmology wheelbase in the open ﬁeld
[14]. While trading activity oriented to the north of the
city back to the mosque area. Thus the city appears to
used as a political and religious center. Sketch of the
early seventeenth century city looks in the ﬁgure 6.
By the end of the seventeenth century, the
design of the town center looks grown by adjusting
the political and economic conditions of the city. In the
central city and the palace as a symbol of power
seemed to be the center of the city orientation. There
are two areas of concern in the draft in the palace,
namely: 1) In the region Beyond the Palace Walls:
Solidly fortiﬁed in swampland Outsied of the palace is
developed as a fortiﬁed area with sturdy construction,
as described by Lombard [15] that: In the palace has
fortiﬁed walls formed along 2 Km from the cut and ﬁll.
The digged trench outside the walls reaches a depth of
10 meters, the quarry into the castle wall with bamboo
trees planted on it with a density of trees that can not
be viely penetrated. From the aspect of internal
defense, castle design with the outer side of the ditch,
will make it diﬃcult for people to enter, climb and
attack in the Palace. In addition, the composition of
the bamboo tree, will form a transparent wall useful in
observing everything from the top of the castle
without being known from outside the fort through
the cracks of the bamboo tree. This is presumably
derived from the Chinese concept of landscape,
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considering the role of China is also high in the
kingdom of Aceh life XVII century. Technically bamboo
tree is excellent for the wetlands with embankment,
since its roots as constructive support for the ground
protecting them from the landslides. While trees with
rare leaf from top to bottom is very good for the
environment with extreme air between hot / dry and
rain / storms, as a porous wall; 2) Landscape In Palace:
streams and gardens "paradise". There are several
buildings and open space with artiﬁcial river ﬂows from
south to north in the center of the palace area. The
area is functionally designed to support the life of the
king, the king's family and servants. There are gardens
with wet vegetations in the palace area. The existence
of the element of water in the park is very important.
As Lombard [15] said that the park will be signiﬁcantly
high as heaven with tranquility which is used by the
kings for doing the evening worship activities. Ritual
activity such as meditation is very important for
supporting his function as the king. Water ﬂow in the
Palace is common for being applied in the Islamic cities
in the archipelago [12]. Garden and Water are used as
the embodiment of Islamic values, to the function of
worship, spiritual and pleasure/comfort.
M ILITA RY A REA IN NA TURA L ENVIRO NM ENT : SPRING S,
STREA M S A ND PO NDS A T BEA C H

On the 17th century the city of Bandar Aceh
Darussalam was very interested to develop a maritime
military education, thus giving birth to many admirals
war in the future. The Location of the maritime military
training was predicted to be developed in the
occupation of the Turks in the area along the Krueng
Neng river, because this location was early resided by
Turkish nation. Traces of settlements of Turkish
descent can still be traced which now serves as a
military area (ﬁg.7).

area to be protected.
Development of the area along the Krueng
Neng river as a military area of Bandar Aceh
Darussalam, seemed to adopt the concept of the
Roman city that was also developed in Turkey XV
century [27]. Krueng Neng river was as water supply
systems for military region as well as a means of
military training and aquatic dammed upstream in the
foothills of Mata Ie in the South Region. Krueng Neng
stream near the beach looked like an artiﬁcial pond the
form of regular geometries. It was probably an military
exercise, due to natural estuaries sloping Krueng Neng
river tends to be sedimentated and evolved into a
swamp and mangrove trees growing with organic
shapes. Curently the pool is still exist and used as ﬂood
control pool in the western part of the city.
From the political aspect of the defense, the
choice of location is very strategic for military region in
maintaining the security of the city from the West side.
BUSTA NUSSA LA TIN PA RKS A S C ITY FO REST, HERBA L
M EDIC INE A ND REC REA TIO N PA RK

In 1613 the Krueng Daroy river canal was built
ﬂowing in to in the Palace. Very beautiful garden was
built throughout the artiﬁcial canal. Many sources tell
where the garden of Bustanussalatin, Position
enormous garden lies to the west in the Palace of the
king who received artiﬁcial river ﬂow (Krueng Doy
current) of the springs in the foothills west of the city.
See image reconstruction Bustanussalatin park by Arief
[14] and the current conditions in the middle of the
pond Pintho Khop built XVII century (ﬁg.8). There are
thousands of species of plants, of vines, shrubs, and
perennial logs with a very complex arrangement and
beautiful [26].

Fig.8. Reconstruction of the park Bustanussalatin and the current
conditions Pintho Khop
Fig. 7. Location military area at Krueng Neng river

The selected area for military seems logical in
ecology view, due to the geographical character of a
connection hills, rivers and coastal areas in the region.
Hills were used as a natural fortress. Foothills area was
ideal for the habitat of elephants and also an ideal
place to practice. The ﬂow of the river as a source of
life and maritime military training, and the beach as the
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Based on the picture of the Bustanussalatin
park and Krueng Daroy river, it seems that it served as
the complex urban forest park that serves the
following functions, namely: 1) Hydrology Technical
functions. Krueng Daroy and Krueng Doy rivers
seemed to be technically developed as a ﬂood channel,
so when it was raining, ﬂood water was diverted from
Krueng Neng river, so there was no ﬂooding in the
river mouth area of Krueng Neng which was developed

Elysa Wulandari et al

into residential areas and productive rice ﬁelds. Krueng
Doy was ﬂowed toward the rice ﬁelds in the north of
the city, it appears to function as a technical irrigation
system. Currently the area around the Krueng Doy river
was developed as a residential area. Whilst Krueng
Daroy river was distributed in piped into the palace.
Along the river watersheds Krueng Daroy was
developed in steps, parks and ponds on either side of
the river, during the rainy season (September‐March)
that can cause ﬂooding in the city, the river can put a
halt to water which can then used to provide water
during the dry season period. Parks will be fertile
throughout the year due to suﬃcient water is available
from the artiﬁcial ponds. Thus the problem of ﬂooding
in the city region has been solved by the presence of
Krueng Neng river and at the same city will be green;
2) Climatology function. Position park west of the
palace is very helpful in reducing the very strong west
wind in the transition period (May to July), and the dry
season (April to August). Enormous garden will reduce
wind around the city, the character of a broad sloping
land with hills formed a strong rotating wind; 3) Health
Function. Role of cosmopolitan city requires the
availability of good health facilities. In the tradition of
the 15th century Islamic city, the treatment for illness
which is based on the knowledge that comes from
Qur'an implies God provide the cure for every illness.
As a city with a large population and a high diversity,
the provision of environmental medicine must always
be maintained, so that the forest herb garden as herbal
medicine becomes important. Meanwhile in the West
part of Bustanussalatin Park, adjacent to the military
region, is said to have a very complete hospital, so that
the park supports the existence of the hospital; 4)
Recreation and Aesthetics Function. Structuring the
park and river ﬂows in the form of geometric describe
the functions of recreation for beauty. Structuring
concept seems to refer to the concept of Heaven is
described in the Qur'an.
M A TA IE REG IO N: SO URC ES O F C LEA N W A TER,
REC REA TIO N PA RK A ND M ILITA RY ELEPHA NT TRO O PS
REG IO N

Mata Ie region as a major supporter of the
region where the city of Bandar Aceh Darussalam,
which is about 8 km on the west of the city, which is
located in the foothills of the limestone mountain that
has many springs and ﬂows to the west coast of the
city. Mata Ie region seemed to be designed as an area
of urban water supply source, as well as recreational
areas for the king, amaintenance and training of troops
of elephants. Associated with the concept of the
kingdom of Aceh military development with the help
of the Turkish empire, the concept of water source
region resembles to the concept of aquatic Roman
period [5] and some of the ancient Islamic city in the
Middle East region.
Water supply system was built in the form
pools and dams, thus availability of water can be
controlled. The pools are built also serves as a
recreational area and a king banquet reception for

welcoming foreign guests. The concept of dams in the
development of Islamic settlements also appear in
some places where Islam had ever been ruling in the
town such as Plered in Yogyakarta [12].
Mata Ie region also estimated as a military
training for elephat troops area which is up to
thousands elephants, considering the area is suitable
for elephants habitat and connected with the Turkish
military area. Functional military, will facilitate the
integration of the functions of the command, due to
the lack of physical communication system.
DISC USSIO N

Bandar Aceh Darussalam as shown in the picture as a
tamaddun city, town built using the principles of
modern science at that time and until now scientiﬁcally
proven to contain modern truth.This can be seen from
three aspects: 1) Cut and Fill Drainage System in the
City. It seems that Since the seventeenth century
ﬂooding has been a problem for the city of Banda Aceh
through overﬂowing water from Krueng Neng and
Krueng Aceh river. The design of the city seemed to
take into account the potential and constraints of both
these rivers, so the city was designed by the system to
control the city hydrology and reduce the impact of
ﬂooding of the city. The development of Krueng Daroy
dan Krueng Doy river appear as ﬂood control and
drainage system of the city that was built with the cut
and ﬁll system to form a trench at the same time a high
mound on the outskirts of the river, forming two
elements, namely castle moat and walls. Thus the river
seems to be the limit of the development of the city
center. Typology of urban structure surrounded with
embankment and ditch patterns is as a consequence of
building on wetlands to organize regional drainage
system. It thus appears to be a general pattern of the
cities that was developed in the seventeenth century in
the archipelago [13], also found in Southeast Asia
continent, such as in Cambodia, Thailand [30]. The
concept of cut and ﬁll is something logical in
developing habitable place on wetlands throughout
the rainy season, soil excavation will be a good source
of material for the construction of the landﬁll as well as
for the manufacture of building land. Bandar Aceh
Darussalam as tamaddun city can be seen from
people's ability to read the character of nature that can
change and set the environment for the sake of
sustainability of physical life space while creating
functional spaces of the city; 2) Non‐built space, Loose
and Spread. Development in wetlands that are often
ﬂooded, also need to consider their water catchment
areas which are scattered in an area [31], therefore,
non‐built space in urban areas is very important. The
structure of the city of Banda Aceh were "loose" in the
form of rice cultivation which is something true, Since
it creates spaces for water absorption. Rice cultivation
can serve to support the spread of urban life source in
spaces adjacent to the city of settlement functions. In
the development of the city, the morphology plan
provides the green open spaces from a non‐built
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region into the built one which function as rice ﬁelds,
gardens and ponds around the river and as the
functional area of the city. Thus the ecological aspects
of the city took place in the balance among the
interests of human, natural and urban. This condition
shows that the city of Banda Aceh is a tamaddun city,
which is able to establish the city as a civilized,
prosperous and ecological; 3) Natural Defense: river,
castle and garden soil. When the city's existence is
threatened by foreign nations desire control of Aceh
who came from the direction of the sea, the city is very
vulnerable because it is physically not well protected.
As a coastal city that does not have a nearby hill
landscape elements, making the city of Bandar Aceh
Darussalam physically open to the sea, so that aspect
of the defense and protection of the city needs to
create an artiﬁcial element. Forts around the orchard
beach seemed as an artiﬁcial element in the framework
of defense of the city from the sea. If the observed
natural resources available, the castle looks to be built
from the excavation around the seaside. Land in the
form of plots dug ponds or rice regular pattern, it
appears that the land in print also for functional
interests. Thus the treatment of the land to the
functional city has also changed the shape of the land,
so it can be said to occur micro geomorphological
processes in the city due to human activity. It looks
that the development surrounding residential such as
land was used as a source of local community life. The
character of the community still exists up to today,
including land ownership pond. The role of coastal
forts associated with the role of the river which was
also developed as a natural fortress designed a
functional part of the city, so that the end of the
seventeenth century, the area of Bandar Aceh
Darussalam looks at fortify by natural features,
although in certain places remain with the natural
elements: river, garden, hills. Character of the city
looks diﬀerent from the character of ancient cities that
was ﬂourished in the Middle East and Europe that
formed a massive fortiﬁed city wall [4][5]. Picture as
tamaddun city appears that the political aspects,
economics and ecology can be combined in the
element structure of urban space both natural and
artiﬁcial.
C O NC LUSIO N

Spatial development of Banda Aceh in the 17th
century appeared to have control of the hydrology,
geomorphology and ecology process of the city
through a cut and ﬁll system in the construction of the
main elements of the city and biophysical procurement
as supporting elements (gardens, parks and animals).
Regional city located in wetlands near the coast is very
risky to ﬂoods and tides, therefore artiﬁcially modiﬁed
forms of land (artiﬁcial geomorphological processes)
will inﬂuence and control the process of modifying the
hydrology and ecology of the region as well as the
construction of parks and ponds; dike roads,
settlements and rivers; and patterns of urban land use
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integration between developed and undeveloped land
and the not‐built one (agricultural land).
The concept of building on a swamp, looks
good and has evolved into a tradition in building the
city, therefore in the testimony the foreigners,
Beaulieu in 1620, mention that the character of the city
of Banda Aceh is that the people of Aceh is expert in
making trenches [15].
Tamaddun city is characterized in the ability to
process natural elements by applying the idea / Islamic
values for complex urban purpose, namely: economic,
socio‐cultural‐religious, political‐defense. The name of
the city as Darussalam which means peace, also
envisaged the integration of functions city into the
open green spaces. It looks that there was an eﬀort to
make the city as a heaven on earth, heaven is
described as a character which has a ﬂow of water and
greenery plants such as orchard and garden for getting
a joy as described in the Qur'an.
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